2 wanted in restaurant robbery

LA PORTE, Texas -

On Friday around 11:03p.m. Surveillance video caught two men walking through a side door at this jack in the box in the 9600 block of Fairmont Parkway in La Porte. "They pulled various pieces of clothing over their faces and one of the subjects pulled up his shirt and displayed a handgun," said Sgt. John Krueger with La Porte Police Department.

After one of the suspects failed to open a cash register with a screwdriver, police say the manager thought fast to get the thieves out without hurting anyone. "The manager acted very quickly and advised both the individuals that only the drive-thru operations were going on at the time therefore he went ahead and emptied that register a total of $236," said Sgt. Krueger.

The suspects left with cash in a brown paper bag. They were in and out of the store within 30 seconds.

Suspect #1, believed to be a Hispanic male, was described as approximately 6’00”-6’02” weighing approximately 200-225lbs., wearing blue jeans and a red and blue windbreaker type jacket. Suspect #1 had what appeared to be a turtle neck shirt pulled above his nose to prevent his face from being seen.

Suspect #2, also believed to be a Hispanic male, was described as approximately 5’09”, weighing approximately 165-180lbs., and wearing dark clothing with an unknown type of material positioned above his nose, covering the majority of his face.

Police say there were three people inside the restaurant before closing time. They are hoping maybe those customers might of seen something. If you have any information call police.